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The Bureau Bulletin
A Web-Based Link to Critical Information from the Bureau of Special Education

http://ctspecialednews.org
The Bureau Bulletin is one of the primary sources for up-to-date special education guidance and
notices from the Connecticut State Department of Education’s Bureau of Special Education. The
Bulletin is designed to offer all of the Bureau’s stakeholders information and updates related to
the implementation and monitoring of both federal and state regulations for special education.
Converted to a fully electronic format in 2012, the Bureau Bulletin gives you access to new
information as well as search features that allow you to access our archives.
There is no membership required to access the Bulletin, nor is there a fee. All are welcome to scroll
through the latest postings or research an important topic. Using the most current email addresses
from the SEDAC system, Connecticut Directors of Special Education automatically receive a
monthly electronic reminder to review each month’s postings and articles. However, to ensure that
you stay on the cutting edge of special education guidance and notifications from the Bureau,
you’ll want to subscribe to receive each Bulletin posting as soon as it is released. To subscribe,
simply enter your email address in the “Subscribe” field on the Bureau Bulletin’s home page and
items will immediately appear in your inbox the moment they are posted!
Informational categories are tabbed for quick and easy access of specific information while each
article is also tagged for indexing and archiving. A quick click on any tab reveals the most recently
posted article titles. This important information can also be easily viewed as an ongoing list on the
right side of each bulletin page or as a master, dated scroll from the Bulletin’s home page. Postings
are developed by CSDE consultants and, whenever possible, include the author’s contact
information. Therefore, readers not only have the capability of easily reviewing the latest titles or
performing searches of current and past topics, but may also choose to contact the author of a
bulletin posting for further discussion.
The Bureau Bulletin is primarily intended to be an electronic medium with hypertext navigation.
However, the bulletin has also been designed for easy readability when printed as a hard copy and
all portions are Section 508 compliant.
For further information please contact Jay A. Brown, Education Consultant, Bureau of Special
Education, (860) 713-6918 or jay.brown@ct.gov.
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